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Key aspects of regulation:

1) It has to promote dual objectives, safety and increasing market size and all the benefits of more LEVs.

2) Market/Behavior: Existing vs. future market, health, what increases future market (infrastructure, safety, sharing)

3) System Impacts: Multimodal landscape, access to infrastructure, livability
How do we move policy forward

Loose ends

1) Speed is most important
2) E-bikes (LSEBs) should be bicycles and regulations and definitions and use-cases should maintain that
3) Weight and size is a less important
4) S-Pedelecs are a different class that perhaps has different rules
5) Does width and number of wheels matter?
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What needs to be done next

1) What are strategies to change policy or adopt new definitions?
2) How do we build consensus, who needs to be part of conversation?